
From: Daley, Erin
Sent: 10/5/2010 6:24:19 PM
To: Dietz, Sidney (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=SBD4); 'Harvey,

Sommer C.' (sommer.harvey@cpuc.ca.gov)
Cc: Zafar, Marzia (marzia.zafar@cpuc.ca.gov); Cheney, Drew

(drew.cheney@cpuc.ca.gov)
Bee:
Subject: RE: Data Request - PG&E's Ag Customers

Sommer:

Attached for your reference is an Excel workbook containing the following data, requested by you last 
Friday, 10/1, and by Drew Cheney on Tuesday, 9/21. These two data requests are highly related, 
therefore we are combining these data in a single response.

REQUEST #1 (Sommer): Total number of Ag service agreements in PG&E's territory

RESPONSE #1: Tab #2 ("Service Agreement Counts"); Grand Total = 83,167

REQUEST #2 (Sommer): Number of Ag service agreements in each county

RESPONSE #2: Tab #2 ("Service Agreement Counts") is broken out by county

REQUEST #3 (Drew): Total number of ag-rate customers in PG&E territory

RESPONSE #3: Tab #1 ("Account Counts"); Grand Total = 50,054. Note, importantly, some customers 
have multiple service agreements (accounts). Therefore, the number of customers is less than the 
number of Service Agreements.

REQUEST #4 (Drew): ag-rate customer count of each county; a split of those numbers indicating 
how many customers have their Smart Meters installed or not installed).

RESPONSE #4: Tab #1 ("Account Counts") is broken out by county; within each county is an indication 
of how many customers have SmartMeters installed (SM), and not installed (Non-SM). If a county is 
lacking either one of these two breakouts, it equals zero. For example, there is no "SM" number for 
Shasta county, meaning they have no SmartMeters installed for Ag rate customers.

Note, importantly, some customers have multiple service agreements (accounts). Due to rolling meter 
installation schedule, this means a single customer may have a SmartMeter installed on some accounts 
and not on others.

Please be aware that as customer account activity is ongoing, therefore these data reflect a snapshot in 
time as of September 30 2010.

Best,
Erin

Erin Daley

SB GT&S 0797571
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Director, Solutions Marketing 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
ecd8@pge.com 
P: 415-973-7997 
C: 415-203-1870

From: Harvey, Sommer C. [mailto:sommer.harvey@cpuc.ca.gov]
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2010 5:12 PM
To: Daley, Erin; Dietz, Sidney
Cc: Zafar, Marzia; Cheney, Drew
Subject: Data Request - PG&E's Ag Customers

In order to plan for TOU/PDP outreach to Ag customers, we request the information listed below. We 
understand that you are having difficulty identifying the exact Ag customers who will be defaulting to 
TOU/PDP on February 1,2011. Therefore, we request that you provide information on the entire 
population of Ag customers in your territory (approximately 80,000) so that we can begin learning more 
about this group and familiarizing ourselves with their locations. We would like this information by close- 
of-business Tuesday, October 5. Please let us know if that will be a problem for you.

Please provide the following:

- Total number of Ag service agreements in PG&E's territory
- Number of Ag service agreements in each county

Sommer Harvey
Small Business Outreach Officer
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco CA 94102-3298
Desk: (415) 703-1182, Cell: (415) 810-8904
som@cpuc.ca.gov
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